ABSTRACT The protein titin functions as a mechanical spring conferring passive elasticity to muscle. Force spectroscopy studies have shown that titin exhibits several regimes of elasticity. Disordered segments bring about a soft, entropic springtype elasticity; secondary structures of titin's immunoglobulin-like (Ig-) and fibronectin type III-like (FN-III) domains provide a stiff elasticity. In this study, we demonstrate a third type of elasticity due to tertiary structure and involving domain-domain interaction and reorganization along the titin chain. Through 870 ns of molecular dynamics simulations involving 29,000-635,000 atom systems, the mechanical properties of a six-Ig domain segment of titin (I65-I70), for which a crystallographic structure is available, are probed. The results reveal a soft tertiary structure elasticity. A remarkably accurate statistical mechanical description for this elasticity is derived and applied. Simulations also studied the stiff, secondary structure elasticity of the I65-I70 chain due to the unraveling of its domains and revealed how force propagates along the chain during the secondary structure elasticity response.
INTRODUCTION
Mechanical proteins confer structural support and mechanical compliance upon biological cells and tissues, as evidenced during muscular contraction. The protein titin, which is the largest protein in nature (34,350 amino acids) (1) and composed mainly of immunoglobulin-like (Ig-) or fibronectin-III-like (FN-III) domains (1,2) along with flexible N2B and PEVK (rich in proline, glutamate, valine, and lysine) regions and a catalytic kinase domain (3) , provides the passive elasticity required to restore muscle to its resting length after contraction. Through its elasticity, titin also protects muscle fibers from mechanical injury (1, 4) .
Current understanding of titin's mechanical properties arose from single-molecule force spectroscopy investigations of isolated, native titin as well as recombinant fragments (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . From these experiments, a picture began to form describing how titin reacts to mechanical stretching forces: Upon stretching, titin's chain of domains first straightens without unfolding. This is followed by elongation of disordered segments. Finally, at strong forces, the secondary structure of titin's Ig-and FN-III domains unravels, a process referred to as ''rupture''. Thus, in addition to the entropic elasticity conferred by the protein's disordered domains, titin's mechanical elasticity can be further classified, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , A and B, into two distinct regimes: tertiary structure elasticity (13) due to domaindomain straightening, and secondary structure elasticity (14, 15) due to the unraveling of domains.
Titin's secondary structure elasticity has been extensively characterized through molecular dynamics (MD) and steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations that cast light on how the terminal b-strands of its Ig-and FN-III domains stabilize the protein against rupture (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . The molecular basis for titin's tertiary structure elasticity, though, is less well characterized-in part due to the lack of atomic resolution structures for multidomain titin constructs, and in part due to the high computational cost associated with performing simulations on large systems involving multiple protein domains. Simulations have been employed to study the tertiary structure elasticity associated with the tandem Z1 and Z2 domains of titin (13) . Tertiary structure elasticity was also probed via simulations for relatively short mechanical repeat proteins such as ankyrin (22) and cadherin (23) .
The recent availability of the crystal structure of a six-Ig fragment I65-I70 (24) from the I-band of titin offers us an opportunity to computationally study, at atomic resolution, the overall flexibility of titin. Inspection of crystal structure and sequence shows that the linkers between the connected Ig-domains involve long (three-residue length) and short (zero-residue length) links that alternate according to a conserved pattern (24) . A schematic for titin I65-I70 (referred to in the following as ''Ig6'') is shown in Fig. 1 C. The compact linear arrangements of the Ig-domains connected by short linkers (I67-68, I68-69, and I69-70) can be recognized in the surface representation of Ig6 in Fig. 1 D. Differences in linker lengths have also been observed previously in EM micrographs of titin (24) . It remains to be understood, however, how these domain-domain interactions control the overall tertiary structure elasticity of titin.
In this study, we employ MD simulations and statistical mechanical theory to characterize tertiary and secondary structure elasticity of titin Ig6. The free-energy changes associated with bending and twisting motions involving domain pairs were calculated using the adaptive biasing force (ABF) method (25) (26) (27) . The resulting potentials of mean force were cast into a mathematical description for the force-extension curve characterizing multidomain tertiary structure elasticity. SMD (28) simulations were then carried out to probe the secondary structure elasticity of the entire Ig6 chain by stretching it until all six domains became unfolded. The simulations and theoretical calculations present evidence that the tertiary structure elasticity associated with flexible I-band tandem Ig-domains comprises a soft entropiclike energy barrier to structural deformation, resembling in this respect the elasticity contributed by titin's disordered domains. The simulations also resolve the Ig6 secondary structure elasticity at the atomic level and show how tension among the connected Ig-domains is relieved each time a single domain unfolds.
METHODS
Here we describe the molecular models and methods employed in our simulations as well as the statistical mechanical framework for titin's multidomain tertiary structure elasticity. Further details are found in the Supporting Material where the question of timescale adequacy of simulations is discussed (see also Lee et al. (20) ).
Simulated systems
Nine systems were investigated. The first four systems involved Ig6 (PDB code 3B43) (24) in ionized water boxes of different sizes: standard equilibration (simEQ); extending Ig6 without unfolding its domains (simEQ-ext and simEXT); fully unfolding all Ig6 domains without disulfide bonds (simEQ-str1 and simSTR1); and fully unfolding Ig6 with disulfide bonds (simEQ-str2 and simSTR2). The final five systems model the individual Ig-pairs from Ig6. The systems are listed in Table 1 and discussed further in the Supporting Material. Altogether, 870 ns of simulations were carried out on systems involving 29,000-635,000 atoms.
Molecular dynamics simulations
All MD simulations were performed using NAMD 2.6 (29) and the CHARMM27 (30) force field with CMAP correction (31, 32) and TIP3P (33) model for water molecules. The van der Waals interaction cutoff distances were set at 12 Å (the smooth switching function beginning at 10 Å ) and long-range electrostatic forces were computed using the particle-mesh Ewald summation method with a grid size of <1 Å , along with the pencil decomposition protocol where applicable. For equilibrium simulations, constant temperature (T ¼ 300 K) was enforced using Langevin dynamics with a damping coefficient of 1 ps -1 . In both equilibrium and SMD simulations, constant pressure (p ¼ 1 atm) was enforced through the Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston method with a decay period of 100 fs and a damping time constant of 50 fs.
SMD simulations (28, 34, 35) fixed the a-carbon at the N-terminus of I65 and applied a force to the a-carbon at the C-terminus of I70. The constant velocity stretching protocol was employed, with stretching velocities of 10 Å /ns in simEXT and 25 Å /ns for simSTR1 and simSTR2. Constant force SMD simulations applied a time-independent potential of V ¼ kd to the specified atom(s), where d is the C a -C a distance between the two termini. For the SMD spring constant (36,37), we chose k s ¼ 3 k B T/Å 2 , which corresponds to a root mean-squared deviation (RMSD) value of ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi k B T=k s p z0:6 A. The ABF method (25, 26) , adapted into NAMD (derived for the NVT ensemble) (27) , was employed to calculate the reversible work, or potential of mean force (PMF), for domain-domain hinge-bending and hinge-twisting motions along an a priori selected reaction coordinate. For each Ig-pair, the reaction coordinate was the separation of two centers-of-mass located at the opposing tips of the two Ig-domains corresponding to the N-terminus of one domain and to the C-terminus of the other (for additional detail, see the Supporting Material).
Theory of multidomain tertiary structure elasticity
The springlike behavior of titin's tertiary structure elasticity, which arises before unfolding of secondary structure occurs, comes about from multiple protein domains connected through linkers. Our simulations measured the PMF to open the hinges (connections through the linkers) between adjacent domain pairs. With the PMF, one can describe qualitatively the tertiary structure-based elastic behavior of titin I65-70. For this purpose, we extended the multidomain chain model in Lee et al. (13) . A (planar) multidomain chain is depicted in Fig. 2 A, in which, as an example, six domains are connected into a chain, and the overall length of the chain is determined by the five hinge angles (q AB to q EF ). Our ABF calculations treat each Ig pair as an individual unit, uncoupled from its neighbors. For this reason, our model takes the schematic form shown in Fig. 2 
B.
As shown in Fig. 2 B, a multidomain Ig chain is made of connected domain pairs, each pair j described by a hinge-opening potential functioñ V j ðq j Þ determined by the ABF method. The angle dependence ofṼ j ðq j Þ is first replaced by a length dependence via the geometric relation
where x j is the end-to-end distance of the domain pair, q j is the hinge angle, and ' is the length of the domain pair when it is fully opened (i.e., for Given each PMF, V j ðx j Þ ¼Ṽ j ðq j ðx j ÞÞ, the length distribution, p j (x j ), can be computed via the Boltzmann relation
where Z j ¼ R þN ÀN expðÀV j ðx j Þ=k B TÞdx j is the partition function. Because the overall length of the connected chain, X, is the sum of the length of N linker pairs (i.e., X ¼ P N j¼1 x j , illustrated in Fig. 2 B) , the overall length distribution of the multidomain chain is
which can be expressed (13) PðXÞ ¼ ð2pÞ
wherep j ðkÞ is the Fourier transform of p j (x j ), namely,
To compute P(X) using Eq. 4, p j (x j ) needs to be extracted first from ABF data. For this purpose, the ABF data are fitted to a simple mathematical expression for p j (x j ), such that taking the Fourier transform of p j (x j ) and the subsequent integration (Eq. 4) are feasible. We choose to employ a sum of two Gaussians, nonvanishing only for x j, min % x j % x j, max , namely Under the column header ''Type'', EQ denotes equilibration, ABF denotes adaptive biasing force simulations, and SCV denotes constant velocity SMD simulations. The ''Ensemble'' column lists the variables held constant during the simulations; N, V, p, and T correspond to number of atoms, volume, pressure, and temperature, respectively. Footnotes under special parameters describe the motion sampled in the ABF simulation, and, in the case of SMD simulations, which atoms were fixed and the stretching velocity that was employed. *Preequilibrated I65-70 from simEQ resolvated in a large water box to accommodate SMD simulation. y a-carbon of N-terminus I65 fixed and force applied to the C-terminus a-carbon of I70. Biophysical Journal 98(6) 1085-1095
with parameters a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , a 2 , b 2 , and c 2 , and x j, min , x j, max fitted to ABF data (see Results). The central limit theorem (38) states that for large N, P(X) assumes the form of a Gaussian with average X and mean-square deviation S 2 , i.e.,
Here X is the sum of the averages of x j ðX ¼ P N j¼1 x j Þ and S 2 the sum of the
Þ. So far we have considered the length distribution of a multidomain chain without external force. However, of interest is how the length changes when a (constant) force f is applied. The potential for the bending motion of each hinge j is then
As a consequence, the length distribution of each domain pair, b p j ðx j Þ, becomes
The value b p j ðx j Þ allows one to determine the average domain pair-length hx j i b V j (the subscript denotes that the average is performed over all configurations weighted by the Boltzmann factor corresponding to b
One can derive (see the Supporting Material)
The average overall end-to-end distance, hXi ¼
From this one obtains the force-extension curve f ¼ g -1 (hXi), which is well-defined as g is a monotonic function of f as shown in the Supporting Material.
In the case where the applied force, f, is small, Taylor expansion of the exponential terms in Eq. 11 yields
where s j 2 is the mean-square deviation of the length distribution p j (x j ) and X is defined as P N j¼1 hx j i Vj . It is then obvious that the chain behaves as a spring of resting length X and overall spring constant
This behavior is the one that also characterizes the statistical mechanics of the potential in Eq. 6. Equations 12 and 13 hold only for small forces, i.e., for f x << k B T; in general, one needs to use Eq. 11.
RESULTS

Equilibration of titin I65-70 reveals interdomain flexibility
The crystal structure for titin I65-70 was solvated in a water box under physiological ionic conditions and free dynamics were performed for 20 ns in simEQ (see Table 1 ). Analysis of the RMSD of the protein revealed that the individual domains of titin Ig6 remained stable. The bending and twisting angles between Ig-domains along the crescentshaped chain were observed to fluctuate during relaxation, suggesting that such interdomain motions represent a source of elasticity. Equilibrium simulations alone, however, are not sufficient to quantitatively describe this elasticity. We employed a combination of SMD and ABF simulations to fully characterize the underlying energetics of this interdomainbased, so-called tertiary structure elasticity.
Overall tertiary structure elasticity of titin Ig6
To assess the soft elasticity arising upon extending Ig6 from a crescent-shaped chain to a linear chain, SMD simulations were carried out as described below (see also the Supporting Material). Such simulations (35) had successfully characterized the elasticity of titin I91 (7, 17) , fibronectin (18), ankyrin (22) , and cadherin (23) . In simEXT, the equilibrated Ig6 structure from simEQ had its N-terminus a-carbon fixed while a force was applied to the C-terminus a-carbon at a stretching velocity of 10 Å /ns. The direction of stretching was chosen to lengthen the Ig6 chain, and force was applied until the chain was completely straightened, but with avoiding secondary structure disruption. The structural transition is illustrated in Fig. 3 A. The extension versus time, x(t), curve is provided in Fig. S4 in the Supporting Material.
The value x(t) is governed by the Langevin equation in the strong friction limit, which can be written
where f chain (x) is the force due to the tertiary elasticity of the Ig6 chain, k s is the SMD spring constant (k s ¼ 3 k B T/Å 2 ; see Methods), v is the stretching velocity (v ¼ 10 Å /ns), and the last term describes (thermal) Gaussian white noise with RMSD denoted by s and hx(t)i ¼ 0. According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, it holds that s 2 ¼ 2 k B Tg. As long as f chain (x) is negligible compared to g_ x (i.e., for jf chain ðxÞj ( jg_ xj), one can write for the average extension, hx(t)i,
the solution of which is
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One can recognize that, after exp(-k s t/g) has decayed to zero, the average extension is hx(t)i~vt -Dx, where Dx ¼ vg/k s is the extension of the SMD spring. The quantity g can be estimated from the value D z 1.5 Â 10 À6 cm 2 /s of a typical protein diffusion coefficient (39) using D ¼ k B T/g. From this follows Dx ¼ 0.2 Å which, indeed, agrees closely with the simulated extension as shown in Fig. S4 . F 0 ¼ k s Dx is the force that the SMD spring exerts on Ig6 for extension at <60 Å . One can readily show F 0 ¼ vg, i.e., the force arising in the spring is just the frictional force that resists the tip of Ig6 being dragged with velocity v. Using the expressions above, one obtains F 0 ¼ 28 pN.
The force-extension curve from our simulation, covering a maximum extension of 100 Å , is shown in Fig. 3 B. The considerable noise in the force values (S force ¼ 91 pN) seen in Fig. 3 B can be attributed largely to thermal fluctuations in the SMD spring. Using the known result for the position RMSD of a harmonic spring, s
which is 80% of the overall noise value S force seen in Fig. 3 B; other degrees of freedom constitute the remaining 20% of the noise. The black trace in Fig. 3 B shows the average force value, which is constant during the first half of the simulation period, as suggested by the deliberations above, and, indeed, matches the estimated value of 28 pN closely. Movie S1, in the Supporting Material, illustrates the forced straightening of Ig6, correlating the interdomain rearrangement with the precise point on the force-extension curve in Fig. 3 B. So far, the information gained from Fig. 3 B does not reveal anything about f chain (x) characterizing the tertiary structure elasticity of Ig6. However, the force trace (black) in Fig. 3 B exhibits an increase above gv ¼ 28 pN beyond 60 Å extension, 60 Å corresponding to the x value for which f chain (x) begins to rise above the hydrodynamic drag of 28 pN. This motion of Ig6 is then characterized by
which can be solved numerically. f chain [hx(t)i] is due to bending and twisting motions as well as due to reversible elastic extension of individual Ig domains. These contributions to f chain (x) will be discussed now.
Local tertiary structure elasticity of titin I65-70
To learn how the hinge-bending and twisting motions contribute to the overall tertiary structure elasticity of the Ig-chain as seen in Fig. 3 , we employed ABF simulations (25) (26) (27) that determined the corresponding PMFs, V j (x j ). Simulations were performed separately on the five pairs of neighboring Ig-domains: I65-66, I66-67, I67-68, I68-69, and I69-70. The ABF simulations listed in Table 1 are named according to the specific Ig-pair and type of motion with A, B, C, D,. corresponding to I65, I66, I67, I68,., respectively, and ''b'' and ''t'' corresponding to hinge-bending and hinge-twisting, respectively. The first set of simulations (simAB-b to simEF-b) sampled the bending motion (illustrated in Fig. 4 A) in which the domains bend at the linker toward and away from each other like two adjoining pages of a book, producing a free energy profile as a function of the bending angle. Fig. 4 A shows the PMF as a function of bending angle for each of the two-Ig pairs, with the initial conformation observed in the respective equilibrium simulation of two Ig-domains denoted by a green diamond. The PMFs shown in Fig. 4 A show that the The quantities f ave and S force , discussed in the text, were computed over the extension range of 10-60 Å , i.e., after the initial relaxation and before the increase of the stretching force above 28 pN (value shown as a black dashed line). The blue and red traces were computed by using the multidomain chain model to determine f chain (x) and solving Eq. 17 as described in the text, with the blue trace computed by considering only the hinge-bending motions, and the red trace considering both the bending and twisting motions. The orange trace describes the last~10 Å of Ig6 extension stemming from the intrinsic stretching of the individual domains; the elasticity characterizing this motion was measured from an equilibrium simulation described in the text and in the Supporting Material. The agreement between simulation (black) and theoretical description (red, orange) does not involve any fitting parameters.
Biophysical Journal 98(6) 1085-1095 energetic cost of altering the bending angle between domains of Ig6, i.e., flexing them open and closed, is actually quite low, of approximately several k B T. In the case of bending the hinge between I67-68 simulated in simCD-b, some crowding between the domains due to the short linker did occur as the bending angle was closed. One would expect the same behavior for the bending motions between I68-69 (also with a short linker) simulated in simDE-b; however, the equilibrium structure for the I68-69 pair from simEQde reveals that the domains are offset slightly, so that crowding does not pose a significant barrier toward closing this bending angle. The PMFs for all five Ig-pairs show, therefore, soft barriers to domain-domain extension as a result of the low energy cost of opening and closing the individual domain hinges via bending motions. The second set of ABF simulations (simAB-t through simEF-t) sampled the tertiary structure elasticity related to the twisting motions between adjacent domains, illustrated in Fig. 4 B. Beginning from the structures of each Ig-pair derived from equilibrium simulations (simEQ-ab through simEQ-ef), one domain was twisted away from the other. Fig. 4 B depicts the potential of mean force as a function of the twisting angle, a, for the five Ig pairs. The twisting motion PMFs reveal that small angular deviations (~a % 40 ) encounter little mechanical resistance as a result of domain-domain interactions. However, continued rotation FIGURE 4 ABF simulations probing the tertiary structure elasticity of titin Ig6. ABF simulations were carried out on each of the connected Ig-domain pairs to probe the energetics of two types of motions: (A) a hinge-bending motion in which the domains bend away from each other at the flexible linker, and (B) a hinge-twisting motion corresponding to a twisting of the chain. In panel A, the potential of mean force (PMF) is shown as a function of the bending angle, with the position observed in respective equilibrium simulations marked by green diamonds. In the panel B, the PMF is plotted as a function of twisting angle, measured also against the equilibrium position. Bending and twisting motions for a domain pair are coupled, such coupling manifests itself in the overall extension of Ig6, and is discussed in the Supporting Material.
Biophysical Journal 98(6) 1085-1095 toward larger twisting angles commands a significant energy cost. In the case of the I67-68 pair (simCD-t), steric crowding appears to come into play at lower degrees of twisting angle (~37 away from equilibrium) compared with the other Ig pairs, the latter not imposing a large penalty to additional twisting until angles between 50 and 60 are reached. The overall trend of PMFs suggest that there exists heterogeneity along an Ig chain with respect to twisting angles as long as the domains adopt moderate interdomain twisting angles, and that significant elasticity can derive from twisting motion.
Hinge motions in Ig pairs produce an elastic multidomain chain
The free-energy profiles for the hinge-bending motions of the tandem Ig-pairs (Fig. 4 A) permit one to describe the collective elastic behavior of Ig6. In Lee et al. (13), a rudimentary multidomain chain model had been constructed by replicating properties of Z1Z2 hinges into a chain. Here we adopt a similar methodology, described in Methods, with the following modifications:
1. The free-energy profile of each domain pair opening is not assumed to be harmonic, i.e., the length distribution of domain pair j, p j (x j ), is not necessarily Gaussian; and 2. The free energy of the bending motions of the domain pairs, and consequently their length distributions, do not necessarily have to be uniform, i.e., each p j (x j ) is different, to reflect the heterogeneity of linker behavior.
Taking the PMF results from Fig. 4 A (V j (x j ), where j denotes the five domain pairs AB, BC, CD, DE, and EF), the individual length distributions p j (x j ) were computed via Eqs. 1 and 2 and plotted in Fig. S1 A. The data were then fitted to a sum of two Gaussians (Eq. 5). As seen in Fig. S1 A, the p j (x j ) distributions are nonidentical and non-Gaussian. The mean end-to-end distance of the domain pair j, x j ¼ hxi V j , and the RMSD of the length distribution, s j ¼ ½hðx j À x j Þ 2 i V j 1=2 , were computed and are shown also in Fig. S1 A. The free parameters used for these calculations are listed in Table S1 . The five bending angles were then connected to form a hypothetical multidomain chain as depicted in Fig. 2 B, and the overall length distribution of this chain, P(X), was computed via Eq. 4 and plotted in Fig. S1 B (black curve) . Although each p j (x j ) is non-Gaussian (Fig. S1 A) , the final P(X) closely resembles a Gaussian distribution, as expected from the central limit theorem (Eq. 6, see Methods), with
hx j i V j , and overall RMSD S given by
The Gaussian fit is shown in Fig. S1 B (gray curve) . X agrees well with hXi ¼ R dXPðXÞX (352.3 Å vs. 358.1 Å ), and likewise S agrees well with ½ R dXðX À hXiÞ 2 PðXÞ 1=2 (14.9 Å vs. 16.8 Å ). The close agreement is quite remarkable as the central limit theorem holds strictly only in the limit N / N. This result implies that repeat proteins behave overall like harmonic elastic springs in the limit of weak force (see Methods). As numerous other elastic proteins are also made of repeat domains, e.g., ankyrin, cadherin, and fibrin (20, 22, 23, 40, 41) , this result (i.e., that repeat proteins in obeying the central limit theorem act as Brownian springs) is of general importance, although it holds only for small extension.
The relationship between mechanical force and arbitrary chain extension was computed using Eq. 11, which, in terms of the probability distributions p j (x j ), is
The chain extension, i.e., hXi À hXi f ¼ 0 , versus applied force f, is plotted in Fig. S1 C (dashed trace). At low forces (f < 5 pN), the force-extension relation displays the linear behavior (Fig. S1 C, inset) given by Eqs. 12 and 13, derived in the small force limit, with effective spring constant
where j includes all five domain pairs, both soft and stiff. One can compute the value of k c , and obtains k c z 0.005 k B T/Å 2 . When force increases, the chain departs from the linear regime, becoming stiffer, as represented by an increased slope in the force-extension curve, corresponding to opening of the stiffer hinges. At 40 Å extension when both soft hinges (BC and DE) are maximally opened (note Dx soft, max ¼ Dx BC, max þ Dx DE, max z 40 Å ), the slope of the force-extension curve increases to k B T= P j s j 2 , where now j ¼ AB, CD, and EF, i.e., j counts mainly the three stiff hinges. To determine the appropriate f chain (x), one employs again Eq. 18 to obtain hXi ¼ g(f). The value g(f) being a monotonic function of f, i.e., vg/vf > 0 as demonstrated in Supporting Material, one can determine
. f chain (x) was then plugged into Eq. 17 and the applied force as a function of Ig6 extension during the SMD simulation was computed numerically. The result is plotted as a blue trace in Fig. 3 B. At most, a~70 Å extension ðDx soft;max þ Dx stiff;max ¼ P 5 j¼1 D x j;max z70 AÞ can be reached through forces of a few tens of pN, i.e., for extensions deriving purely from domain-domain bending (Fig. S1 C) . Beyond 70 Å extension, the tertiary structure elasticity due to domain-domain bending is exhausted. To describe the tertiary structure elasticity over a wider range, i.e., over the interval [0 Å , 100 Å ], one should account for all other degrees of freedom that permit stretching of up to 100 Å . An obvious choice is domain twisting (neglected so far). In this case, the maximum extension is calculated to be P 10 j¼1 D xj;max ¼ 93 Å (see Fig. S1 C, gray trace; details on the calculation presented in Fig. S2 and Table S2 ). The Ig6 extension under SMD pulling, including both bending and twisting motions in the chain, was calculated again via Eq. 17 and plotted as a red trace in Fig. 3 B. It is noteworthy that f chain (x) accounting for bending and Biophysical Journal 98(6) 1085-1095 twisting renders the overall chain softer than it does if only bending is accounted for (Fig. S1 C, inset) . Every further degree of freedom accounted for renders a chain overall softer; a stiff degree of freedom adds less ''softness'' than a soft degree of freedom.
Extension beyond 93 Å involves stretching of individual Ig domains. Significant further extension would lead to rupture of domain secondary structure, but small extension involving reversible (on a nanosecond timescale) domain stretching is permitted without rupturing of secondary structure. To determine the underlying force-extension characteristic of individual domains, we determined U j (x j ) for single domain extension by simply monitoring x j (t) for the individual domains as described in the Supporting Material to obtain the RMSD value of x j (t) for each domain (Fig. S3) . The resulting value measured~0.6 Å , which corresponds to a force-extension curve for the overall stretching of I65-I70 of f 0 ðxÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k B T=ð6 Â ð0:6 AÞ 2 Þ q ðx À x eq Þ, where
x eq ¼ 93 Å is the equilibrium length of Ig6 after straightening it through domain-domain bending and twisting. Fig. S1 C shows the force-extension curve for Ig6 determined after the procedure above, adding to domain-domain bending and twisting (black solid curve). As shown by Fig. 3 B (orange trace), inclusion of the stretching degree of freedom reproduces the simulated force response of the Ig6 chain during SMD pulling very clearly. At extension x ¼ 100 Å , this force assumes a value of 200 pN, which is sufficient to rupture the secondary structure of individual Ig domains (i.e., at this extension, the secondary structure elasticity regime of Ig6 sets in).
Secondary structure elasticity of titin I65-70
Force spectroscopy experiments unfolding polyprotein Ig-chains have produced a distinct sawtooth force-extension profile interpreted as the sequential rupture of individual Ig-domains (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 42, 43) . All-atom MD simulations up to this point have been limited by computational resources and by the availability of relevant structures to simulating the unfolding of only single Ig-domains (16, 17, 19, 44) . Recent strides in computational efficiency permit us now to carry out SMD simulations to completely extend and unfold titin Ig6. After equilibrating the Ig6 structure (simEQ-str1), the N-terminal a-carbon of titin I65 was fixed and a stretching force applied to the a-carbon of the C-terminus of titin I70 in simSTR1, employing a constant velocity protocol (28) with v ¼ 25 Å /ns, until all six domains had ruptured and fully extended. The resulting force-extension curve (Fig. 5 A) shows clearly individual force peaks. These peaks, labeled (ii)-(vii), are correlated with the unraveling of individual Ig-domains, producing a sawtoothlike profile similar to those seen in experiment. The drop in force after each force peak, i.e., the domain unraveling event, indicates a relief in stress along the Ig-chain. A detailed view of the structural dynamics reveals that the domain unraveling in every case is initiated by the separation of the terminal b-strands that are adjacent in each domain forming between them 7-9 hydrogen bonds. This strand separation has been described in detail previously (17, 20, 45) . As the internal b-strands, less stable than the terminal b-strands, readily unravel, the b-strands of unruptured domains are permitted to relax and stabilize their interstrand hydrogen bonding. Peak (ii) corresponds to the rupture of I65, (iii) to I70, (iv) to I66, (v) to I67, (vi) to I69, and (vii) to I68. Thus, the order of domain unraveling is I65 / I70 / I66 / I67 / I69 / I68, with the terminal domains rupturing before the ones in the middle of the Ig chain. A schematic of the rupture sequence is provided in Fig. S5 along with a further discussion. Fig. 5 B shows snapshots of the individual domain rupturing events at the timepoints labeled (i)-(vii). The full unfolding trajectory for simSTR1 is available as Movie S2 and Movie S3.
Additionally, a short simulation (sim-RF) exploring the refolding of Ig-domains was performed, starting from partially unfolded I65 and I70 domains. Although I70 was observed to refold as it had just crossed the terminal b-strand rupture barrier when the force was released for relaxation, I65 (which was more extended at the beginning of the equilibrium simulation) was not observed to refold on the timescale investigated (see Fig. S7 along with further details in the Supporting Material).
Simulation simSTR2 was carried out to stretch Ig6 containing internal disulfide bonds across Cys residues in domains I65, I66, I67, and I69 and to test whether altering the mechanical stability of individual Ig-domains alters the sequence of domain rupture. It turned out that the sequence of rupture remained identical to that observed in simSTR1 without crosslinked cysteines. Details for these simulations are presented in Fig. S6 ; the trajectory of the simulation is shown in Movie S5 and Movie S6.
DISCUSSION
The titin I-band, which includes the segment Ig65-Ig70, has been experimentally characterized as an exceptionally flexible region of titin, having elastic properties derived from its multidomain architecture of Ig-like, PEVK, N2B, and other disordered domains (1). The elasticity of titin I-band exhibits three complementary extension regimes (13):
1. A regime of soft entropic elasticity due to the disordered N2B and PEVK regions; 2. A regime of soft, so-called tertiary structure elasticity due to domain-domain bending and twisting as well as minor domain stretching; and 3. A stiff, so-called secondary structure elasticity due to the rupture of the b-strand structure of individual Ig-domains.
The latter two regimes have been the focus of this theoretical-computational study, made possible through the availability of the structure of the I65-I70 segment.
Tertiary structure elasticity of titin I-band segment I65-I70
Tertiary structure elasticity is due to bending and twisting motions involving the hinges between neighboring titin domains. The motions change, by Dx, the overall segment length x. Five bending and five twisting degrees of freedom (labeled j ¼ 1, 2, . 10) contribute to an increase of x by Dx j along with weak stretching of each of the six domains (labeled j ¼ 11; 12; .; 16). An overall elastic extension of segment I65-I70, Dx ¼ P 16 j¼1 Dx j , is assumed to arise in quasiequilibrium with the segment's remaining degrees of freedom and are governed by additive potentials of mean force V j (x j ). An external force, f, applied adds a potential -f x j to each contributing degree of freedom and has been shown to lead to the average extension
The value g(f) is a fundamental function characterizing the force-extension relationship, f(x) (i.e., the elastic behavior of biopolymers in general), as it can be inverted to yield f(x) ¼ g -1 (x). This description has been shown in the molecular dynamics simulations presented above to be highly accurate, to a degree seldom found in the theory of biopolymers. The analysis outlined reveals that titin segment I65-I70 upon application of forces in the range [0, 200 pN] extends up to 100 Å . The analysis, based on g(f), can be applied to any biopolymer system in the reversible stretching regime; the extension function g(f), accordingly, deserves further investigation.
Stiff secondary structure elasticity
Steered molecular dynamics simulations, in many previous studies, captured the force-induced unraveling of individual protein domains. Examples include unraveling of individual fibronectin type-III domains (18, 46, 47) , spectrin repeats (48), fibrinogen coiled-coils (40) , and titin domains such as I1 (45, 49) , and I91 (7, 16, 17) . In the case of this article, the size of the simulations was increased to include stretching and unraveling of six connected Ig domains, allowing direct comparison to experimental results (namely the sawtooth force-extension trace (43) ). Specifically, one observes that once a domain ruptures, tension is immediately relieved for all other domains along the chain, illustrating how each Ig-domain functions as a shock absorber for protecting other domains in the chain from forced rupture.
Putting the pieces of the picture together into an elasticity hierarchy
It is now understood that titin's elastic response to forced stretching stems from the mechanical properties of its many constituent domains. The flexibility of these domains contributes to two distinct regimes of elasticity-1), a soft regime characterized by the rearrangement of protein tertiary structure and unraveling of disordered segments during protein elongation, and 2), at physiologically extreme forces, a regime characterized by the rupture of secondary structure folds of individual domains. Computational studies of single titin domains have contributed to this understanding by revealing that it is the network of hydrogen bonds, spanning the terminal b-strands of individual Ig-domains, which governs titin's secondary structure elasticity. The MD simulations on titin I65-70 reported here demonstrate additionally how the domain-domain arrangements and motions give rise to tertiary structure elasticity of titin's flexible I-band. Combining these insights with clues from prior experimental and computational studies, a picture of titin's mechanical properties emerges as a complex molecular spring. Many of nature's other mechanical proteins likely share mechanisms that employ multiple regimes of elasticity for bearing and transforming forces in cells (50) .
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Seven figures, two tables, and five movies are available at http://www. biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(09)06002-0.
